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Historical Evaluation, Theory and Legal
Status of Futures Trading in American
Agricultural Commodities
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Ac

. C C O R D I N G to one adage
"history is something that never happened, written by a man
who wasn't there." Another apothegm asserts that "the only
history worth reading is that which was written by those who
created the events they described."
T h e original idea of contracting to buy or sell goods for
future delivery was not conceived in the new world as some
sources would have us believe. No one can be absolutely certain when forward transactions were first consummated, but
recent findings by economic historians would indicate that
the practice was in vogue in the 12 th century, among the
traders of Asti and the Caravan Merchants at the medieval
fairs of Champagne. We are not completely dependent upon
historical accounts in understanding the evolution of market
institutions.
Market organizations can be found in all stages of development even today owing to the uneven degrees of social and
economic advancement extant in the nations of the world.
This general cross-section view of markets showing progressive gradations of development as they have come down to
us from the past, range from a system of ceremonial gift-giv[3]
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ing which now prevails among certain primitive tribes to
the highly formalized modern produce exchanges dealing
exclusively in futures contracts.
Stages of Market Organization
In my judgment there are at least five distinct stages in
the evolution of market organizations. These are:
1. systems of gift-giving
2. barter
3. spot markets
4. contract markets (for specific delivery)
5. futures markets
Not only are these stages of market development in full
flower in some areas of the world today but all of them presently exist in attenuated form even in the most advanced societies. T h e participants in the first three stages are generally
completely subjective in their determination of prices. In
the transitional (stage 4) above in which specific contracts to arrive," "contracts of sale" and others are entered into, the principals may be partially objective in their
valuation techniques. We prefer to think that those who
trade in futures contracts (stage 5) are or should be completely objective in their judgments of value. Most of the
current college texts on the subject of marketing emphasize
(stage 3) utilizing a combination of commodity, agency, and
functional approaches in their descriptive accounts of market
operations. Much of their discourse actually concerns problems of production economics rather than the principles governing exchange. A number of them note the existence of
futures markets (stage 5) but they gloss over its significance lightly. T h e area of great interest to me currently
is stage 4.
A Gap in Market Literature
T h e dearth of prose concerning the behavior of buyers
[4]
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and sellers in this stage of market evolution constitutes a hiatus in marketing literature. T h e rising tide of interest in
problems of integration, however, may inspire some scholars
to give increasing attention to this neglected area. There
is much we need to know about the nature of these transfers
and how they effect the type, degree, content, and duration of
rights to property under myriad forms of contracts and agreements superseding spot market transfers but not attaining
the status and perfection of futures contracts. It is my purpose now to point out the salient ideas that have emerged from
each stage of development and to indicate their significance
to contemporary market organizations.
All humanity has been persistent in its efforts to systemize
exchange because the advantages derived therefrom are obvious and indispensable as a means of providing some of
the necessities of life.
Our innovators of social and economic institutions, however, never seem to exceed the "bounds of immediate needs."
This is so, perhaps, because our kind of society offers
so little incentive to those who perform above and beyond
the call of duty. Those who venture beyond these limits
r u n the chance of acquiring a sobriquet such as "crackpot"
or Don Quixote. Another cultural block to progress may be
the difficulty of inducing their pragmatic contemporaries
to adopt new procedures before they are forced upon them
by internal or external circumstances.
T h a t part of my topic labelled, "Historical Evaluation," I
presume is not circumscribed in the strict sense to American
experience solely. On this assumption, I would like to open
the door on events of the past wide enough so you may see
and appreciate their connections and probable contributions
to our existing market organizations.
T h e musty records of medievalism reveal a few facts of
[5]
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considerable value to us for a more comprehensive understanding of the evolution of market institutions. T h e transition from feudal isolation and provincialism to a commercial
era was not sudden and dramatic. T h e tempo of trade was
geared to the cadence of the camel and the speed of the sail.
Ostensibly, it took about 800 years from the 5th to the 12th
centuries to evolve a few elemental ideas about market organization.
After the fall of the Roman Empire, a process of disintegration set in because the remnants of government left as a
bequest from the Romans were too weak internally to sustain a united centralized system.
At most of the outposts the petty officials seized control
and claimed it as their prerogative to rule. T h e territory
which is now France, England, the low countries, and Germany was shattered into hundreds of fragmentary units and
each unit became an armed camp which sooner or later
waged war on neighboring localities. Warfare induced vandalism, incited robbery, rendered private property precarious,
and endangered personal freedom. It was an age of violence.
Community after community reverted to a state of selfsufficiency as was their status in more primitive times. Commercial intercourse sank to the lowest ebb on record, but
it never completely disappeared. There were some transactions, at first, limited to a few refined articles of jewelry,
precious stones, fine cloths, spices, slaves and swords. T h e
commonplace items of trade between the feudal estates were
salt for curing meats, tar as a preventive for diseases in sheep
and some crude metals to shape tools and implements.
Throughout these raw centuries most exchange was negotiated on a barter basis. Gift giving on an equivalent basis
was not uncommon and a limited amount of trade was settled
in coins and nuggets of gold or silver.
[6]
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Trade at Low Ebb
T h e price these forebears of ours paid for such retrogression was hunger and famine. Even after they introduced a
number of innovations to facilitate trade they experienced as
many as 22 famines in a single century — the 13th. In six
centuries from 1000 to 1600 there was on the average one
lean year in every 12. When we read about the "History of
the Grain Trade of France" by Usher and " T h e Evolution
of the English Corn Market" by Gras we can appreciate some
of the limitations of their market systems. It gradually
dawned on these people that their plight was attributable
more to their ignorance than to the forces of nature. They
learned through experience the value of organization and
efficient administration of human affairs. T h e impelling
motivation was a desire for peace and a mutual exchange of
ideas and wares as a means to creature comforts, security
and happiness. Out of these urges and desires came the rebirth of commerce predicated on specialization in trade and
production stimulated by the guilds.
The Period of Nomadic Traders
For the first 16 centuries of the Christian era, however,
the flow of goods in many places throughout Europe was still
so tenuous it would neither support resident merchants nor
continuous local markets. T h e kind of market organization
that emerged from this milieu had its origin in the migratory movement of people who cut across national boundaries
in their pilgrimage to distant meccas. Their encampments
at favored watering places and crossroads brought them into
contact with the natives and other wandering bands. T h e
lure of gifts and the opportunity to barter domestic products
for exotic things from other lands provided the essential
social solvent for mutual intercourse. Gradually a system
of seasonal fairs held on staggered dates at strategic locations
[7]
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grew out of these chance meetings of migrants.
Owing to a great increase in the supply of precious metals
and systems of coinage, much of the trade in this period
shifted to stage 3 and accounts were settled in cash as the
traders carried away their purchases.
The Feudal Peddlers
In the worst periods of feudal isolation every stranger
was looked upon with suspicion, especially the stranger bearing articles of wealth. He was often assailed, robbed, and
sometimes made a slave of his captives because he had the
termerity to intrude in a place where he had not been born,
where he was unknown, and without friends or relatives.
Even in the face of these dangers, the lure of profits from
trade persisted and a class of itinerant peddlers gradually
formed to extend the business of trading into the hinterland. These were the feeders of the fairs, otherwise the
medieval fairs may never have attained the eminence claimed
for them in the period 1100 to 1400 even though they served
primarily as centers for international trade. While transactions
were being consummated on a cash basis or credit basis at the
fairs, trade by the feudal peddlers off the beaten paths of commerce was still arranged largely on a barter basis, especially
throughout the 12th to the 14th centuries.
Trade Barriers
There were many obstacles to trade in those times in addition to the hostility of mankind. These were: the necessity to conduct most trades in terms of barter. Varietal
scarcities of goods, inadequate mediums of exchange, lack
of precious metals, the prohibition of usury, no credit system,
poor roads, and virtually no transportation facilities. T h e
petty rulers remote from the high roads of commerce were
either unwilling or unable to provide protection against
violence to life and property for those who desired to traverse
[8]
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the manorial estates to reach some hamlets where they might
trade. Some of these benighted leaders seized the opportunity to exact a tribute for rights of passage winning for
themselves the dubious appellation "Robber Barons."
The Fairs of Champagne
Eventually, some enlightened sovereigns decreed laws to
protect the rights of these traders in their travels, legalized
their transactions before witnesses, and granted them valuable franchise for a consideration. One of the foremost
areas granting such privileges to migrant traders was Central
France. T h e most famous fairs of medieval Europe were
founded in the rich county of Champagne. These fairs were
ultimately integrated into a grid of fairs under central authority controlling a geographical area extending from the
low countries to the major Italian ports of the Mediterranean
Sea.
Medieval Market Fairs*
Major commodity
Date of
Commercial centers
franchise
specialties
Troyes, - warm fair
1114
Linen, wool
St. Remi
cold fair
Leather, skins
—
Provis, • autumn fair
1137
Silk, furs
St. Ayoul May fair
1138
Wine, livestock, salt, tar
Bur-sur-aube, Easter fair
1114
Grain, honey, cheese
Lagny, su-marne January fair
1154
Wax, dyes, rope
*Bakken, Henry H. Theory of Markets and Marketing, p. 317, Mimir Publishers,
Inc., Madison, Wisconsin, 1953.

According to one historian, even the oldest records, 11911197, describing this trade between merchants from North
and South Europe were not, by many generations, the earliest
instances of such trade. T h e channels of trade in which these
merchants carried on their business operations was too wide
and too deep to have been constructed overnight. 1 T h e
strongly founded credits of the merchants individually and
collectively could not have been built up in a short time.
1

Reynolds, Robert L., "Genoese Trade in the Late Twelfth Century," Journal
of Economic and Business History, Vol. Ill, No. 1, p. 381, Harvard University
Press, 1930.
[9]
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T h e fortunes of these traders were impressive and the total
capital turnover each year might have inspired respect in
any generation until comparatively recent times.
Trade in these fairs and travel to and from these centers
of trade occurred with such clock-like regularity that it is
evident that many of the obstacles to overland commerce
prevalent in much of feudal Europe had been either eliminated or minimized in the main trade routes extending
North over the Alps and South from the low countries
terminating at Champagne/
The Origin of the Merchants Code
T h e medieval fairs were complex institutions. They were
not only great centers of barter, later becoming the major
spot markets of Europe, but their occurrence was a great
social event. First and foremost, the market places situated
in the main channels of trade were generally recognized as
a sanctuary where individuals might seek refuge and remain
for a time inviolate against the vindictive retaliations of
their enemies. T h e fair merchants won the right to hold
their own courts of justice. These were summary courts in
which all the merchants present excepting the plaintiffs and
defendants acted as jurors. T h e on-the-spot decisions made
in these pie poudre courts in time became known as the merchant's code applicable on an international basis wherever
the medieval merchants convened for purposes of trade.
T h e merchant's code eventually was incorporated into the
common law and even today exerts its influence upon the
manner in which we settle our transactional disputes in
courts of law. A close parallel of this right to settle internal
disputes relating to trade may be found in the business conduct or other interorganizational committees on the commodity exchanges in this country.
3

Ibid.
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T h e itinerant merchants came into their own as a distinguished class in this era of trade and adventure. T h e i r
activities as money lenders to the nobility and the clergy
served them well in rising from a position of low status to
one of affluence and respectability.
T o these remarkable men goes the credit of perfecting
parol contracts for future deliveries of merchandise at succeeding fairs.
These contracts, however, were strictly non-negotiable
agreements limited to transactions between individuals on
a personal basis.
"Fair Letters" Predecessors of Bills of Exchange
Mutual trust among the merchants was cultivated to the
point where their word "was as good as gold." They facilitated their business dealings with another innovation
called the "fair letter." This was a means of transferring
credit balances or granting new credit from one merchant
to another. T h e "fair letter" was actually an early version
of what is now known as a bill of exchange. T h e accumulated
credits of the "fair letters" were honored by the Goldsmiths
at their depositories often removed hundreds of miles from
the fairs.
From Goldsmiths to Bankers
T h e "fair letters" of the caravan traders were in the beginning limited to bilateral transfers. Later they were made
negotiable for an esoteric class of merchants, and eventually
they became negotiable instruments of credit when properly endorsed for all traders. At this point in the evolution of
commercial transactions, the goldsmiths expanded their operations from simple bailees to become bankers specialized
in the business of dealing in negotiable instruments of credit
and making loans based on the gold and silver deposits they
held in trust for their patrons.
[11]
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Time Contracts
Some writers claim that dealing in iron warrants was
a form of futures trading which originated in England early
in the 19th century. 3 I have not been able to authenticate
this claim on two counts. T h e authorities are not even close
to agreement on the date of origin. Moreover, iron warrants
appear to be a form of warehouse receipt representing title
to a specific lot or quantity of goods. Trading on the basis
of these warrants, then, would more closely resemble contracts "to arrive" rather than bona fide futures contracts.
T h e English grain traders were experimenting with a
type of agreement for the future delivery of specified lots
of wheat as early as 1821 according to court records, but I
believe these agreements were "contracts to arrive" rather
than futures contracts as we distinguish them. 4 Moreover,
the court questioned their validity.
One ingenious seller apparently hit upon a plan to make
money by selling nutmegs which he did not own, and which
he did not specify by lot, sample, or grade. This case of
Bryan V. Lewis in England — 1826, is, of course, an isolated
instance where the buyer and the seller, one of them being
a minor, stumbled unwittingly into an agreement quite like
a futures contract. 6 There were undoubtedly many other
instances both here and abroad of a similar nature among the
thousands of agreements detailing future delivery of various
commodities. No great significance can be attached to these
random transactions since they were not purposely designed
to transcend time contracts (stage 4) in an organized manner
to assure continuity of action.
3

Hoffman, G. Wright — Hedging by Dealing in Grain Futures, p. 13, Democrat
Printing Company, Madison, Wisconsin, 1925.
Lorymer and Smith, IB and CI, 3 (1822), Hibble, White, V. M. Morine, Meeson
& Welsby reports of cases argued before courts of exchequer, Vol. 5, pp. 462-466
(1838).
5
Bryan V. Lewis, Ryan and Moody 386 (1826).
4
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T u r n i n g to the American scene, we also find early court
cases relating to agreements to make future delivery even
though the seller does not own the thing he sells.8 T h e
question arises, when were the traders formally organized
to buy and sell contracts? Baer and Saxon claim that a Produce Exchange was first established at the foot of Wall Street,
New York, in 1752; that the New York Stock Exchange was
founded 1792 but its first constitution did not become effective until 1817.' An earlier attempt on my part was made
to nail down the dates and places where grain exchanges
were first formed in this country. T h e merchants of St.
Louis claimed the honor of forming the first grain exchange
in the summer of 1836. T h e partisans of Buffalo say they
organized the corn exchange in that city in 1844.
T h e New Yorkers say their Produce Exchange was organized in 1862. T h e Board of Trade of the City of Chicago
was formed in 1848. Some of the early organizations were
short lived owing to schismatic influences, lack of interest,
or civil strife. Judging them on the basis of continuity of
existence and manner of operation the Chicago Board of
Trade is generally conceded to be the oldest and most important market for agricultural commodities in this country.
We can be quite certain, nonetheless, that the Chicago
grain dealers were among the first to adopt a technique
which had been first evolved by the caravan merchants in
the Champagne fairs six centuries earlier. One contractual
transaction of record in the sale of wheat was reported by a
Chicago paper as early as 1845.8 Was the art of dealing in
"time contracts" lost and rediscovered several centuries later,
or was knowledge of this method of trading handed down in
'Dodge vs. Van Lear, Federal Case No. 3956, D. C 1837.
'Baer, Julius B. and Olin G. Saxon, Commodity Exchanges and Futures
Harper and Brothers, 1949, p. 10.
' T h e Chicago Democrat, December 31, 1845.

[13]
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some mysterious way and adopted by the founders of the
American commodity exchanges? T o my way of thinking,
a great idea may be abandoned for a while but it is never
lost to posterity. It is not so important, perhaps, to know
the precise date when and where a new principle was conceived — except for celebrating anniversaries. What is really
significant is to recognize its inherent value and how and
why it was adopted. One of the best studies to enlighten us
on this question is by Irwin. Incidentally, he obtained first
hand accounts directly from the men who made history in
organizing the Chicago Mercantile Exchange. He states that
"In each instance, analysis shows that futures trading, unorganized or organized, developed gradually evidently to
meet specific marketing needs. In eggs and butter such needs
clearly arose from the added problems which resulted from
the accumulation of seasonal surpluses by dealers. In cotton
and grain the same conclusion seems to be warranted although the evidence is less complete. In each instance the
time contracts which preceded organized trading arose in
response to marketing needs, developed over a period of
years as the commodity market grew in size and complexity,
and ripened into organized trading in futures." 9 At first,
many time contracts were either verbal agreements or a
simple memorandum kept by each party which only specified
the price, quantity, and range in time of delivery. They were
bilateral in structure and quite personal. Over the years
the time contracts were appreciably refined to the point
where they were printed, standardized forms, negotiable,
impersonal, and more specific as to quantity, grade, and time
of delivery. Organized trading in time contracts underwent many changes during the last half of the 19th century
B

Irwin, Harold S., Evolution of Futures Trading, (p. 5.) Mimir Publishers, Inc.,
Madison, Wisconsin, 1954.
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before attaining full stature, and maturing into futures contracts.10
The Origin of Futures Contracts
T h e amazing thing about the evolution of futures trading
is the length of time required to proceed from ordinary
spot transactions (stage 3) to dealing in time contracts (stage
4) by organized traders in each commodity. Once a pattern
is established it is rather quickly diffused within particular
commodity trading groups.
T h e butter and egg merchants made this transition in approximately 25 years. T h e n it required another 20 years
to get into the business of dealing in futures contracts (stage
5) or a total span of 45 years — 1874 to 1919.
Irwin estimates that it took the grain and cotton merchants
a total of only 20 to 25 years to make the transition and this
feat was accomplished a quarter century earlier. A recent
report suggests that the transition was made in 16 years in
wheat trading — 1851-1867." We may conclude from these
arresting facts; firstly, that progress toward futures trading
in some commodities is appreciably slower than in others, and
secondly, futures trading is contagious but it's a slow form
of contagion. " T h e Mills of the God's grind slowly, but ah,
they grind exceedingly fine."
Of one thing we can be quite certain, based on the evidence
at hand, the Chicago grain merchants were the first men in
the world to formulate a new highly negotiable impersonal
type contract designed to facilitate the transfer of titles to
unspecific lots of commodities in a continuous manner on
an organized exchange adapted to that purpose.
When this form of futures trading came into existence, it
opened the way for hedging transactions. Hoffman suggests
• Ibid., pp. !78^9.l
1
Ibid., p. 69.

[15]
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that the hedging of corn on the
became common sometime in
wheat in the 1880's.12 Close on
ton merchants of New York in
futures contract.

part of country grain dealers
the 1870's and hedging of
their heels followed the cotperfecting a similar kind of

Legal Status of Futures Trading
Mark Twain once observed — "October, this is one of the
peculiarly dangerous months to speculate in stocks. T h e
others are: July, January, September, April, November,
May, March, June, December, August, and February." Ever
since traders began speculating, the legislators have been
"kibitzing." One of the first acts of record occurred in Holland, year 1610, when an ordinance was promulgated prohibiting short selling. For more than 300 years following this
act, the executive, legislative, and judicial branches of government have continued to be a vital force of influence on
futures trading. In former years they attempted in many
different ways to curb or prohibit the act of short selling
commodities and stocks. Some of the methods used were
so arbitrary they deprived individuals of their constitutional
rights. Others were so capricious they seriously jeopardized
the total commerce of the Nation. Almost without exception,
such restrictive decrees, laws, rules, and ordinances were
eventually repealed or winked into oblivion.
Other laws designed to administer and regulate business
activities in a manner to avert fraud, eliminate abuses,
curb unethical practices, prevent discrimination, and assure justice to all alike are indispensable, and in the public
interest. It is a patent fact, historically, that many members
12

Hoffman, G. Wright, Futures Trading on Organized Commodity Markets
the United States. PP. 337-379. University of Pennsylvania Press. 1932.
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of the Commodity Exchanges were slow to recognize that
they owed any obligations to the public. This kind of attitude was not uncommon in the formative years of the Exchanges — the years of rugged individualism and laissez faire
philosophy in commerce.
T h e associations these men had formed were, in their
opinion, private clubs. Many of them were guilty of loquacious and misleading statements which only served to intensify suspicions. They condoned abuses and defended such
ill-considered practices as periodic raids on the market for
the purpose of cornering and squeezing the shorts. Manipulative practices created considerable mischief among the
traders, but the sagacious ones were not always able to thwart
such infamous tactics summarily. These spectacular forays
on the Exchanges attracted wide public notice and created
unfavorable public impressions of their functions and purposes. In such doings the public's memory is interminable. T h e
excesses in the last quarter of the 19th century long plagued
all terminal market organizations.
Contemporaneously, an ever-increasing number of agricultural producers migrated westward to exploit the fertile
prairies and seed them to endless fields of corn, wheat and
other crops. T h e new railroads accentuated this movement
and soon the markets were flooded at the railheads, overtaxing storage capacity, handling equipment, and marketing facilities to the breaking point. Out of this agrarian cauldron
came scalding criticisms against the liberal subsidies in the
form of land grants to railroads equal in total area almost
to four states — Iowa, Minnesota, North Dakota, and Wisconsin. They decryed uncertain markets, erratic prices, high
service costs, abuses in the issuance of warehouse receipts,
and speculative practices in the Commodity Exchange.
[17]
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The Granger Uprising
A new farm organization came into existence in this period to solidify the demands of the farmers. They insisted on
broad programs of reform through whatever means necessary to achieve their end. T h e brunt of this agrarian attack
centered on service agencies and market institutions in the
state of Illinois. T h e legislators responded by amending
the constitution — adding Article XIII. They passed the
warehouse acts, the carrier acts, and imposed restrictions on
dealing in futures contracts.
It is to the credit of the Commodity Exchanges that they
tightened up their operations, and put their house in order
administratively. T h e astute men of the Exchanges, interested in continuous services essential to all factors in the
trade, asserted their authority by establishing definitive rules
and means for their enforcement. They realized that if they
were not alert in correcting the defects within their own
organization, the government might do so in a less benign
manner. Growing out of this internal control came the
perfection of futures contracts and other edifying changes.
A second tidal wave of malediction critical of the marketeers came in the agricultural recession following World
War I and the economic cataclysm of the thirties. Owing to
the activities of agrarian pressure groups, our elected representatives were in a conciliatory frame of mind. They initiated a number of major reforms highlighted by such legislation as the Capper-Volstead Law, the Grain Futures Act, the
Agricultural Marketing Act, the formation of Farm Credit
Administration, and the Commodity Exchange Act.
A Plethora of Bills
In retrospect most of us can agree that some if not all of
these laws had a bracing effect upon the organized markets,
although many of those who had to adapt themselves to the
[18]
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new order may have rued the day.
From 1884 to 1953 at least 330 bills were introduced in
Congress designed to regulate, investigate, delimit, prohibit,
or otherwise obstruct trading in futures. In fairness to our
representatives in Congress it must be said that they have,
with one exception, held at bay the would-be vandals who
sought to tear down a market structure that has taken a
century to build. In some states the lawmakers have been less
statesmen-like in their attitudes toward contract markets.
In the fermentative years, 1890 to 1924, Congress authorized no less than 30 different investigations which in one way
or another affected the grain trade appreciably. Despite the
abundance of such inquiries in the past, there is no assurance
against a repetition of this experience in the future. It is
likely, though, that critical attention will be shifted from
those commodities long traded in futures to commodities
most recently added to the list.
Late in the 18th and early in the 19th centuries the free
traders emerged victorious over the privileged traders
franchised by the crown. This struggle for an open market
lasted more than 300 years. During this long corivalry the
free enterprisers with some semblance of organization fell
into the habit of simply making verbal agreements. These
personal, bilateral agreements were presumably limited at
first to petty business transactions, but eventually their use
was extended to commitments on the stock and commodity
exchanges.
T h e parol contract, however, was not the most effective
instrument for transferring titles to things which had not
yet come into existence or which the sellers did not possess.
Not until the 17 th century were these contracts made impersonal and negotiable, even then, they were limited to
certain types of business. By the 19th century, their use was
[19]
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diffused generally, but when they became freely assignable,
new difficulties arose to restrict transfers of property rights.
T h e judges who sat on the high benches and the public were
still subjective minded in their concept of business transactions. T h e judiciary could visualize the necessity of buying
and selling commodities already in existence for future delivery because of seasonal production, anticipation of needs,
or the possibility of a rise in prices. They failed, however, to
understand the counterpart of such transactions — selling
the market short for a fall in prices. This procedure was
alien to their thinking, and the courts refused to give their
consent to this form of trading for the greater part of two
centuries. If they understood the principle involved, they
still feared the consequences of this revolutionary method of
transferring titles to goods. These lawmen of other years
found it difficult to distinguish this form of exchange from
gambling.
Gambling Versus Speculation
Gambling has been defined as an agreement between two
parties whereby the transfer of something of value is made
wholly dependent upon chance in such a way that the entire
gain of one party is the entire loss of the other. Its practice
has been generally considered inimical to the interests of
society in most countries where high ethical standards are
maintained. As an aside, one might say, "And yet, in many
countries National lotteries are legalized."
T h e hard headed businessmen of the 19th century insisted
that inherent risks were a part and parcel of all legitimate
business enterprises, and that it was quite logical for some
persons to specialize in assuming such risks. When the services of professional risk takers are recognized as being legal,
then, hedges against price changes become a reality for those
who would rather not assume such risks.
[20]
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The Intent Test
It became apparent to the judges that this manner of trading was increasingly prevalent both here and abroad and on
re-examination they found such agreements of purchase and
sale above reproach. T h e traders, however, began cutting
corners by waiving deliveries and settling differences in market values between purchase and sale with simple cash payments. T h e courts held these deals to be wagers in disguise
and consequently invalid. It became a procedural matter
in each case to analyze the motives of the parties to an agreement to determine the validity of such transactions. In a
famous English case (1852) the court evolved the "intent
test" to implement the business procedure in such agreements.13
This test was made unmistakably explicit in the following
quote by Justice Matthews 32 years later. " . . . a contract for
the sale of goods to be delivered at a future day is valid . . .
when the parties really intend and agree that the goods are
to be delivered by the seller and the price to be paid by the
buyer; and, if under guise of such a contract, the real intent
be merely to speculate in the rise and fall of prices, and the
goods are not to be delivered, but one party is to pay to the
other the difference between the contract price and the market price of the goods at the date fixed for executing the contract, then the whole transaction constitutes nothing more
than a wager, and is null and void."11 Thus, the intent test
became the cynosure of all lawmen, but its usefulness was already seriously impaired when Matthews so eloquently stated
its principle.
After 1885 a strict subjective attitude was abandoned because rigid adherance to the test could result in an injustice
13

Grizewood vs. Blane 11 C B . 526 (1852).
"Farmers Milling and Grain Company vs. Urner 151 Md. 43.
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to one of the parties who acted in good faith in making the
agreement while the other party invalidated the contract
by his acts. T h e courts were rather awkwardly forced into
the position of declaring that in order to judge time contracts
as a wagering proposition, then, it was necessary to show that
both parties must have mutually agreed not to deliver or to
receive the goods according to the terms of the agreement.
This concession of the courts swept away half of the intent
test and made the other half less effective.
Right of Substitution
From the very inception of futures contracts, the parties
to the transaction reserved the right to close out the deal to
a third party. T h e right of substitution was a feature of
convenience and necessity to uninterrupted trade, and it is
to be distinguished from mere assignment.1* Should either
party find it expedient to change his mind and settle the difference by a cash settlement after a contract has been properly formed it will not invalidate the agreement. T h e courts
had the onerous task of winnowing the spurious from the valid
speculative contracts.18 As time went on it became more and
more evident that dealings in futures contracts were primarily settled not by delivery of the physical product, but
by cash differences as in the case where two hedger's contracts
either by design or accident offset each other. T h e pit traders and scalpers who end the day "even", have no intention
obviously to receive or deliver the physical commodity.
Complexity of Contracts and What Constitutes Delivery
T h e mercurial nature of futures trading requires an expeditious system operating at high velocity in transferring
legal rights and titles. A majority of the contracts run the
gamut from customer, to broker, to the clearinghouse. These
16
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contracts are not only made readily negotiable, they are consolidated, assigned and reformed into substitute contracts
by process of cancellation in the clearinghouse operations.
This device tends to blur any distinctions between disclosed
and undisclosed intentions of the parties to the contract and
it makes effete the subtle agreements or understandings concerning any particular deal. When the courts attempted to
ascertain the intent of the parties to such tortuous series of
contracts, their task became insurmountable, and the intent
test had to be discarded as useless. All that remains of consequence is that either party may materialize the original contract by simply waiting until the time arrives for performance.
But even this is not essential for brokers. Contravening the
common law rule, the Supreme Court has ruled that mere
substitution by "ringing out" or "setting off" in the clearance of contracts constitutes delivery.17
Some attempts have been made to revitalize the intent test
by enlarging its scope to include "particular circumstances."
This simply means that the judiciary will "play by ear"
rather than from sheet music. T h e brutal truth is, as matters now stand, the courts have no open sesame or doctrine
of consequence to test the validity of futures contracts other
than precedent and herein lie the dangers of a cultural lag.
Settlements by Arbitration Limits Litigation
T h e number of transactions completed on organized exchanges runs into the millions each year and nearly all of
them are concluded with the minimum of discord. Members
of the exchanges agree as a condition of membership to arbitrate all disputes relating to their trading on the Exchange.
T h e decisions of the arbitration committees are final. Appeals, however, are sometimes granted as a regular procedure
or by special concession. T h e Exchange may refer a case to
' Board of Trade vs. Christie Grain and Stock Company 198 U. S. 236 (1905).
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a court of law or equity on suggestion of the disputants. This
quiet means of resolving differences is inexpensive, expeditious and effective.
In the first hundred years, 1850 to 1950, there were 616
law suits on record involving transactions classified as speculative dealings, sales for future delivery, options, payment
agreements, and wagers. Only 48 of these were brought into
the Federal courts. In the decade 1926-1935 a total of 61 suits
were instituted in State and Federal courts, a majority of
which involved dealings in grain, cotton, or securities. During the next ten years, 1936-1945, only 38 citations are recorded. It is estimated on the basis of these data, not more
than 650 cases of record will be found relating to futures
transactions since their inception in this country.
In concluding my comments on the legal status of futures
trading in this country may I suggest that the economists
have a responsibility in outlining for the courts the main
points of consideration in determining the nature of commercial contracts and a definitive statement of their purpose.
On one occasion I suggested the following criteria as a
starting point in determining the validity of contracts used
in the futures market. These were:
1. Is there a natural or inherent risk which must be borne
by someone in the market process?
2. Does this type of market render necessary economic
services?
3. Is it in the public interest?
4. Are third party interests jeopardized by its existence
in a commercial society?
Theoretical Considerations Relating to Futures Trading
T h e subject of marketing whether it is considered an art
[24]
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or a science is still in "knee pants" status. Most text books
on the subject are descriptive and elementary in context,
stressing spot market operations to the exclusion of futures
trading. T h e widespread use of contracts of a transitional
nature bridging the chasm between spot markets and futures trading deserves much more attention than has been
given them. T h e evolution of our Commodity Exchanges
and the role they have played in our economy merit serious
study not only for their great contribution in expediting
distribution but for their potential as a rich area for theoretical speculation.
T h e few generalizations presented in this paper stem primarily from the historical, legal approach and are institutional in nature. It is my hope that they will at least stimulate
lively discussion should they otherwise fail to either inspire
or enlighten my conferees.
Is Futures Trading Circumscribed?
Most of our contemporary writers seem to be in agreement
on one point. They contend that trading in futures contracts
is circumscribed in its application to a limited number of
commodities. T h e reasons given in support of this view are
several which cannot be listed in the scope of this paper.
Subsequent events in my opinion have proven this thesis entirely fallacious. Futures contracts have been "tailored" for
more than 40 different commodities representing all degrees of perishability, homogeneity, variability in demand
and in price, etc., and the end is not yet.
A close examination of this question leads me to the conclusion that most of the limitations are more imaginary than
real and the fictional ones were based on too few observations
of a technique not yet fully evolved. These writers gave
too much attention to the physical attributes of the commodity when their attention should have been riveted on the
[25]
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techniques of trading.
Net Possession Utility
It is the business of the marketeers to create net possession
utility. This means an actual rather than a fictitious transfer of titles to goods, services, and properties. A number of
writers have categorically stated that the principal economic
function of commodity exchanges is to provide a means for
hedging transactions. T h e tendency to overstress this feature of futures trading is understandable since the principals
engaged in dealing in futures have been reviled so often and
so rudely in the past that they may have become sensitive
to public censure. T h e inclination is not to "stick one's neck
out, but to draw into one's shell." T h e consequence of this
attitude is to put major emphasis on the insurance feature of
forward trading since it is a respectable form of business universally acknowledged as legitimate and essential.
T h e truth of the matter is that the act of hedging sets off
one transaction in apposition to another with the net result
of zero ownership. T h e hedgers take no position in the market. They transfer this risk of ownership to others. They do
serve a useful purpose, however, that of feeding business into
the maws of the exchanges and they justify the existence of
speculators. T h e real function of commodity exchanges is
that of pricing, publicizing, and transferring legal rights and
titles to the things bought and sold. T h e speculators are the
ones who perform these essential tasks by assuming the risks
with their own resources based on their own judgments whatever their sources of information may be.
T h e Dual Market System
Another heresy of mine concerns the coexistence
two major market systems. T h e curious relationship
exists between spot and futures markets is one that
merit much more study for its theoretical implications.
[26]
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markets both complement and supplement one another but
they are actually independent entities.
T h e spot market is one where titles to specific lots of physical goods may be bought or sold to fulfill definite requirements. Failure to make delivery in these instances might
result in a real economic loss and cause considerable inconvenience to the principals who intended to deliver and receive the physical commodity. Buyers and sellers normally
enter this market with the clear purpose of getting or disposing titles to particular goods which may not be fungible
or duplicated in kind, degree, or quality. A breach of these
contracts settled in courts of law should entitle the aggrieved
to specific preformance or adequate compensation to obviate
an economic loss which may in some instances exceed the
actual value of the original goods.
Elucidating further, the function of a futures market can
be sharply delineated from that of the spot market. Its primary role is one of determining current base prices and
projecting them into the future thus creating wealth, possession utility — generally in the form of purchasing power.
T h e goods named, e.g., cotton, copper, or coffee, are actually
chimerical. Those who enter this market do so usually with
the clear intention of securing an equitable right. In case
such contract is breached, the remedy is sought in a court
of equity.
It is thought by most people that these markets are inextricably bound together by the right of delivery. This figment of delivery, however, is a vestigial remnant of an age
old custom, a slender strand of gossamer that is easily severed,
freeing the two to go where they will in fulfilling their destiny. T h e gordian knot is severable once the secret is known.
From the evolution of market systems and techniques
sketchly outlined in this paper, I conclude that futures trad[27]
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ing represents the highest type market institution man has
thus far formulated. It is a practical way to expedite and
direct the flow of goods and commodities into channels of
use in an efficacious manner. If we can manage to maintain
a free economy, this type of market organization will eventually be used to clear the trade for all, or substantially all,
agricultural products, and a great volume of manufactured
goods. It may take another hundred years, but look to the
past and note, sirs, how far we have come in the first 100 years.
In light of the extensive manner in which governments
have interceded in the business of pricing and directing distribution, and the stark reality of a decreasing volume of
sales on the exchanges, this may seem to some of you a brash
prognostication. Reminiscent of the fable about the King
who offered the hand of his daughter and his kingdom to the
one who could compose a perfect sentence, you will recall
that the winner penned these immortal words, "These things
too, shall pass away."

[28]
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James S. Schonberg
Futures trading, like progress, comes from planning ahead
and profiting by using the past and present as guides for
what lies ahead. T h e world would not have advanced without this conception.
Those who have a trade or carry on a profession are looking to the future — an artist paints a picture for the purpose
of selling it when he finds a buyer or a patron orders a
portrait to be painted for posterity. We contract to have a
house built — for future delivery. T h e contractor estimates
the cost of building it and his profit. T h e component parts
of the building depend upon previous planning ahead —
looking to the future. T h e value of the house is based on
lumber which has followed the cutting and replanting of
trees, mining of ore, making of bricks, transportation and the
many reasons that establish the prices of materials and labor
in a free society. Even if we disregard the "free" in society
and look at it in a much broader sense, history tells us that
natural laws prevail. Autocrats and dictators have had to
follow the ways of free peoples outside their domain even
though they domineered those under their authority. Socialistic economies have had to compete with free enterprise
in other parts of the world. Whether it has been the marketing of agricultural products or procedures connected with
other lines of endeavor, the trend has been related to the
times through which the world was passing.
As times went on tradesmen made rules to follow which
were based upon the current practices and those rules were
written into laws. T h e laws themselves have run the gamut
through trial and error. So has it been with futures trading in commodities. These ideas of trade were not preconceived, but rather they followed the developments of time.
[29]
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Certain historic events, advancements in methods of farming, and inventions were forerunners of the present grain
marketing system. T h e settling of the middle western part
of the United States, throwing its vast fertile plains open to
farming and the cheap transportation on its rivers, was an
enormous spur to agriculture. Later, the opening of the
Illinois-Michigan Canal in 1848 connecting the Illinois River
and Lake Michigan brought with it the necessity of finding
larger markets for the corn grown adjacent to these waterways.
Corn grown in abundance but not ready for shipment
in the fall before the canal froze up was stored in these locations in numerous cribs. During the winter dealers found
it expedient to inquire of Chicago merchants as to the price
they would pay for corn to be shipped when the corn had
dried sufficiently for safe shipment along the canal when
it was again open in the spring. These "to arrive" contracts
became the practice and relieved the dealers of the speculative risk of owning the corn during the long winter period.
Speculative risks for wheat, which came to Chicago via
the newly built railroads, were also great in the early days
of the Chicago Exchange, particularly in wheat purchased
after the close of navigation on the Great Lakes in the fall.
Such grain could not be shipped until the following spring,
and substantial stocks were accumulated during the winter.
These types of holdings led to the shifting of risks by
transfer of contracts on title to the grain. In time the practice became the custom. T o this day there still exist broad
markets in commodities on this type of trading — non-regulated "forward delivery" markets. When time of delivery
becomes current, shipment is made to the ultimate buyer's
destination and by means of "rings" the intermediate traders exchange price differences. Customarily no margins are
[30]
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put u p on these contracts although they may be based upon
the rules of a trade organization.
T h e Chicago grain men followed a different course than
the non-regulated markets. In recognition of the persons
composing the Chicago Board of Trade, the Illinois Legislature issued them a charter in 1859 and by which, except
for superseding state and federal laws, the Exchange is a
self governing body. T h e Exchange, even before receiving
its corporate charter, instituted the system of measuring quantity of grain by weight, replacing cubic measurement, and
inaugurated a system of quality inspection for grade. T h e
latter has since been replaced by United States official grades.
Bulk handling of grain makes it more readily storable and
grading has many advantages. Because of grading, the farmer
has an incentive to farm well as his return will be determined
by the quality of his crop. He is provided bank credit on
the basis of his grading certificate. Grading provides the
basis upon which marketing, future sales, and hedging become possible. T h e Exchange did not foresee futures trading when weight and grade requirements were instituted in
the trade dealings, but they were part of the evolution.
Other conditions led the directors of the Exchange to take
cognizance of developments and early in the 1860's rules
were passed. Later came other, more comprehensive ones
for enforcement of verbal or written contracts, and providing
for a requirement of margins on trades as well as some standardization of delivery and payment. This was all before
there was futures trading in grain. Gradually futures trading became a reality, probably in the middle 1870's, but it
is believed that the idea of transferring market risk from dealers to speculators without actual change of possession of
grain was not conceived for some time.
During the early decades of the Chicago Board of Trade
[31]
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much difficulty ensued over warehousing and warehouse receipts, also enforcement of railroad requirements to deliver
incoming grain to all elevators. These differences were adjusted by state laws and agreements with the railroads. However, other problems continually arose necessitating additional rules and some litigation. Much later Congress passed
the United States Warehouse Act authorizing warehousemen
to store grain under its provisions in lieu of state laws. Another federal law is the Commodity Exchange Act which
makes it mandatory for futures commodity exchanges to
qualify and be designated as contract markets, and for firms
and brokers to obtain licenses. T h e act also exercises powers
over non-members of exchanges using the futures markets.
An important feature of the law is that all customers' monies
must be segregated from futures commission merchants'
funds; funds equal to customers' debit balances must be
placed in the segregated account by the commission merchant;
margin deposits and credit balances may be deposited in
clearing houses, etc. to margin customer's trades. T h e law,
however, has no control over margins that commission merchants may call from their customers. In most cases minimum
margins are prescribed by the exchanges. T h e C.E.A. by regulation limits the amount of speculative trade by individuals
or the quantity of their open interest. T h e C.E.A. requires
regular reports by customers and clearing firms.
By law the C.E.A. Sec. 5 (a) (7) states that each contract
market shall require that receipts issued under the United
States Warehouse Act shall be accepted in satisfaction of any
futures contract, etc. In Chicago it so happens that all the
elevators are so licensed. This removes the authority of
the Exchange over the elevator operations. Certain Exchange
conditions must be met as to kind, quality and quantity of
commodity specified in the futures contract, also as to lo[32]
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cation, accessibility, and suitability for warehousing and delivery purposes.
T h u s in time laws have been enacted for control over important operations of futures grain exchanges — the inspection of grain, the warehousing authority and the functions
controlled by the Commodity Exchange Authority under
the Act. Railroads operate under the state commerce laws
and the Interstate Commerce Commission. They and other
kinds of transportation for commodities affect the trading
of those using the futures markets. T h e accessibility of these
conveyances to markets for both incoming and outgoing
movements, as well as rates for the commodities traded on
futures markets, are very important to the kind of rules that
can be written. Transportation rates from origins of the
commodities to the futures delivery points and to the destinations after delivery is taken must be carefully considered.
For that reason there must be continual awareness of proposed changes that will affect the market, and efforts made
to protect the best interests of the trade.
Even though there are many statutory laws there still rests
a great deal of authority with the exchanges themselves. Some
of the contracts in futures markets do not require the warehousing of the commodity traded in. T h e contract itself,
however, stipulates that loading of the commodity shall be
made upon the surrender of the title which by contract requires shipment under specific conditions. Shipping orders
may be deferred for an indefinite time on such contracts but
holder of the contract is required to pay a premium for deferment. Other contracts necessitate that the buyer ship the
commodity promptly upon payment for title, having no option of deferment.
T h e Chicago Exchange under its charter may constitute
[33]
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and appoint Committees of Reference and Arbitration, and
Committees of Appeals for settlement of matters voluntarily
submitted by members or non-members of the Association
whose awards may be filed with the Courts for execution of
judgment. T h e Exchange under its authority has set u p
various departments for the conduct of exchange affairs.
T h e departments are under the supervision of Member Committees with at least one director serving on the committee.
T h e Business Conduct Committee, including a Clearing
House official as a member, may invite a representative of
the C.E.A. to attend any and all its meetings. They are
charged, among many other duties, with the authority to
prevent manipulation of prices and the cornering of any
commodity. Special committees may be appointed to conduct investigations, and if they decide to do so they may prefer charges to the Board of Directors.
T h e rules of the Exchange prescribe hours, locations, and
conditions for trading in futures. Minimum futures commissions are stated; also brokerage rates for pit transactions.
T h e grades of grain and other commodities deliverable on
futures contracts are set by vote of the membership as well
as the method of tender, delivery and payment for exchange
of title.
It is well established that the rules governing futures trading must be fundamental to the production, delivery, shipping and uses of the particular commodity and to keep their
application within strict confines, yet general enough to represent the commodity as a whole and not only a segment. Futures must represent the main body upon which particular
segments of the commodity and trade in them depend. T h e
quality factors and value as to locations of the commodity,
of necessity, will differ and continually change their relationships with the futures market, yet are dependent upon the
[34]
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futures price as a base. Financing of commodities to be delivered on futures contracts and bank credit for financing
after delivery is taken and while title is being held must be
readily available to any users of the futures market with
only reasonable bank margin requirements. T h e form of
title to the commodity, whether warehouse receipt or shipping order, must be firmly established with the banks.
In instituting a futures market — first there must be a
need for it after the commodity has been in production a
sufficient length of time to prove its continuance and acceptance. A general trade should have been conducted in
an unregulated forward delivery market, which however
is likely to continue despite the availability of the regulated
futures market. Even though the commodity may have gone
through a manufacturing or conversion process, it should
not be controlled by concentrated interests, either in its
production or uses. It should continue in surplus for a period of time and preferably there should be a surplus stock
at the end of the season, either in its deliverable form or as
the raw material from which the deliverable quality is derived. If there are variable qualities of the commodity, several should qualify for delivery on the contract at normal
commercial price differentials. Dissemination of quotations
is important and adequate trading facilities will aid in the
market's development. These two will quickly follow if
the trading rules are wisely set up.
In markets, and more so in futures markets, prices constantly change and act to keep production and consumption
in balance. T h e only "fair price" as stated by Professor
James A. Boyle many years ago is the "equilibrium price"
which coordinates production and consumption. This is
the price which moves the whole crop into consumption without a shortage and without a carryover. This fact has been
[35]
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entirely overlooked by most of our legislators and the administrators who have advised the lawmakers on farm products supports. Actually they seem to have had in mind the
sociological aspects of agricultural life rather than the economics. Despite their viewpoints and the laws that they have
enacted, it has been the free cash markets and the futures
markets, even though handicapped by the price support
laws, that have guided the grain through the trade channels
from farmers to consumers. T h e equilibrium price has functioned. Each season's production over and above annual requirements of the product has gone from the producers to
the government even though some of the demand has been
filled from the government's stocks and deprived the farmers
of this portion. Except for a few years during the present
type of price support laws, futures markets have not been
called upon to carry hedges on the full harvest movement
and the stored surplus until it has been required for use.
T h e exception has been when production was small relative
to requirements and prices were higher than support levels.
This cannot be termed a shortcoming of futures markets,
but rather proves their ability to adjust to conditions and
be available for use when called upon.
Even before crops are planted, futures are the guide as to
prices that farmers will obtain for their grain after it is harvested. Trading about a year ahead of contract maturity,
the deferred futures months reflect the dominant influences
whether arbitrarily supported by government or free market
values. T h e prices may be based upon the spot market with
carrying charges when free supplies are large in proportion
to the demand. When current supplies are small, but a new
crop is coming in, futures prices on the old crop will be at a
premium over new crop prices, and there is an inverse market. Inverses gauge the distribution of limited supplies and
[36]
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bring to market grain previously held by those unwilling to
sell.
Hedges placed against grain coming from country locations may be retained while the grain is in storage or moved
to other locations for more advantageous sale. A grain in a
location common to its growth follows the fluctuations of
the futures market located in that area — spring wheat, Minneapolis — southwestern hard winter, Kansas City, and soft
red wheat and Central States hard wheat, Chicago; corn and
oats, Chicago. Soybeans, while following the Chicago futures market are strongly influenced by conditions in central
Illinois, a large producing and processing area.
Because all phases of the grain trade use the system of futures trading in their transactions, it is a conveyance of price
from the time farmers sell their crops until consumers buy
the products.
In studies of open interest in wheat futures for average of
semi-monthly periods in 1948, also 1949-50, and 1950-51 for
large traders (those reporting their positions to the C.E.A.),
after the elimination of spreading positions, the combined
long and short hedging positions were from 75 to 84 per cent
of the total of these traders' commitments. At a recent date
July 31, 1959 the percentage was 85. This relative per cent
of the total shows a uniform use of futures for hedging purposes. Speculative combined long and short percentage positions also do not vary much. There seems to be a natural
attraction to the use of futures by different classes of interests in consistent proportions of the total. T h e total itself changes with the amount of free grain moving through
trade channels. T h e open interest total is smaller toward
the end of the season and starts to expand prior to harvest
when purchases of the grain or other commodity are made
for new crop movement and it reaches a peak after harvest.
[37]
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Volume of trade does not follow the expansion and contraction of open interest. It is likely to follow the type of
news — enlarging with news (whether economic or political)
of an exciting nature, but also at times because of large commercial dealings, and contracting when the news is dull.
While we can attest to the fact that the legal status of futures trading is clearly defined by laws, and its legality confirmed in the United States Supreme Court in the decision
of Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes in 1906 and subsequent
decisions, we can more plainly see that these laws followed
the course of development in commercial handling of the
expanding agricultural production in this country.

[38]
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Historical Evaluation, Theory, and Legal Status
John W. Sharp
Bakken's paper is an extensive and extremely complete
review of the historical and legal sequences that were significant in the development of our commodity exchanges as
we know them today. In reviewing the multitude of published materials on the historical establishment of the futures
market, Bakken has wisely chosen a selection of materials
that present the important phases of market development. It
appears evident, at this point, to admit the degree of infancy
of our present marketing structure. In terms of the historical period covered in Bakken's paper, one would consider
the "laissez faire" philosophy of the market a recent innovation. However, it was at this point in his historical synopsis
that the legal problems of a market structure take form. It
is no coincidence that these problems arose out of the accelerated growth of our marketing system due to the introduction of the industrial revolution.
In addition to the ethical and social barriers that Bakken
outlined which seemed to impede the smooth operation of
a marketing system, one must not overlook the parallel expansion of the market with improved technology of production. Markets developed out of need — through the interdependence of man — these needs were created by producer
surpluses and these surpluses were created by the increasing productivity and specialization of the worker. Throughout history, the development of markets has been closely
allied with great technological changes in the production of
our agricultural products. T h e invention of the wheel, the
moldboard plow, the tractor, along with significant improvements in transportation, storage and communication created
the need and the means for a more efficient marketing system.
[39]
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T h e significant problems involved in the establishment of
our commodity exchanges more commonly involve problems
of a functional or facilitating nature, such as storage, transportation, communication, grading, standardization and financing. T h e determination of price, at the market place, where
time and possession utility were involved, centered around
the ethical and social desirability of the uses of these facilitating functions. T h e more complex we found our market structure, the greater the need for a legal framework under which
operations could be executed.
T h e legal developments, as outlined by Bakken, were a
result of the imperfections of the commodity markets to accomplish their function in the best interest of the people
on the floor. Exchanges are created by people and people
make the exchanges. Yet the bulk of legislation and legal
compromise affecting the operations of exchanges have been
instituted by people. It is here that many of these legal actions conflict with the desires and wishes of the membership
primarily due to the difference in the intensity of the profit
motive. Legislation does not result in a dictatorial process
of the methods of operation, or "how to do the job", but
does describe and enforce those actions under which an exchange cannot operate. In addition to the various facets of
public opinion, as expressed in government regulation, the
exchanges have enjoyed the advantage of their own powerful enforcement arm. In most instances, history informs us
of a greater degree of policing from within the exchange
than has resulted from the actions of the courts on the exchange membership. It has been evident from our history that
these actions met with the approval of the majority of the exchange membership.
Governmental regulatory actions relating to the exchanges
[40]
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has stressed the inclusion of the word "intent" into the market
transaction, especially those actions of futures markets. It
has become evident that such a distinction in our laws serves
no special purposes, particularly when the law is so broadly
interpreted that financial settlements of contracts are regarded as effective deliveries. Thus, we must rely on such
criteria as Bakken has outlined in determining the validity
of futures contracts and on these principles the commodity exchanges must operate.
T h e responsibility and the effect of these criteria on other
areas of the market and market organization should be the
obligation of the exchange. It is not important to take issue
with Professor Bakken's institutional approach as opposed
to the functional approach because this is not important to
the marketing problem.
Functions of marketing have remained static in classifications since the beginning of the most simple market structure. T h e institutions that developed as a result of these
more complex functions have changed in structure and purpose and undoubtedly will continue to do so over time.
Since these institutions change their operational nature so
rapidly it becomes increasingly important that we constantly
re-evaluate their objectives. T h e activities of a commodity
exchange as an institution is a part of a function of marketing and these activities are so interdependent on other functions that operations could not survive without storage, transportation, etc., operating as a unit.
T h e important developments in the recent history of the
market have resulted from the intervention of marketing
trained personnel into the fields of storage, transportation,
grading, financing, etc., and it is increasingly important
that history repeat itself on this score. Whether these marMi]
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keting trained personnel have engaged in activities concerned with the institution or the function is not important
as long as the division has a clean-cut line of activity.
From the evaluation of the historical and legal development of our commodity markets, I would conclude that
the burden of responsibility for market organization along
the lines of futures trading rests with the exchanges themselves. How efficiently and economically their function is
performed in the marketing process will determine the extent of their existence. T h e main objective must be to facilitate those functions upon which these exchanges depend for
their existence.
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Historical Evaluation, Theory, and Legal Status
John D. Black
My traditional-personal way of thinking about Professor
Bakken's history of the evolution of futures trading is to
consider it as an account of the evolution of a "social invention." Lest some in the room do not know what is meant
by the term "social invention," I shall illustrate by naming
a varied list of them: money as a medium of exchange, credit,
commercial banks, corporations, Rochdale-type cooperatives,
the collective farms of the Soviet Union, the communes of
Red China, property rights, civil rights, laws, courts, trial
by jury, representative or republican government, bicameral legislatures, labor unions, public schools, baseball, league
baseball. These have come into being out of social processes
— have evolved by social action. Rarely has one individual
or a group of them had a major hand even in the origin and
early evolution of such social inventions. T h e invention of
constitutional government in the United States is as good
a major example as can be named of concerted group action in initiating a social invention.
Not all social inventions persist indefinitely. In fact, many
of the foregoing list have replaced earlier social inventions —
as civil and property rights have replaced serfdom and human
slavery, and representative government has replaced feudalistic and monarchial government. T h e human part of the
progress of civilization has consisted in large part of this
replacement process, plus creating other social inventions,
plus the evolving of old ones, all in the direction of a set of
inventions more and more in line with the changing ideas
and ideals of society.
Any new social invention, or revision of, or addition to,
an existing one, is on trial from the moment it is made, as
was federal prohibition from 1919 on, the Federal Farm
[43]
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Board program in 1929-33, the river valley authority program beginning with the T V A in 1933, and the Taft-Hartley
Act beginning in 1947.
Professor Bakken's review and evaluation of the evolution
of the world and the nation's marketing system, and in particular of the futures trading part of it, is very well done.
It states very specifically the steps in the evolution and the
trials encountered at each step. T h e most interesting of
these trials was the court's ruling in 1852 against transactions
in futures with no intent to deliver, which of course ruled
out the possibility of the real function of the futures market,
which is to take over the burden of bearing the risk of price
changes, and especially his explanation of how the economic
forces derived from the needs of the market and the economy
in effect overruled the judges from 1885 on if not partly
in effect earlier.
At this point, I would like to qualify somewhat one of
Professor Bakken's early paragraphs, which reads as follows:
"Our innovators of social and economic institutions, however, never seem to exceed the 'bonds of immediate needs.'
This is so, perhaps, because our kind of society offers so
little incentive to those who perform above and beyond the
call of duty. Those who venture beyond these limits r u n
the chance of acquiring a sobriquet such as 'crackpot' or 'Don
Quixote.' Another cultural block to progress may be the difficulty of inducing their pragmatic contemporaries to adopt
new procedures before they are forced upon them by internal or external circumstances."
This statement fits commodity exchanges and especially
futures trading, better than many other social inventions —
better than, for example, the public school system, representative government, trial by jury, the Rochdale cooperative. It
is true, as Bakken carefully outlines, that pressures from pro[44]
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ducer and other outside interests, on the one hand, and on
the other, restrictions imposed by laws and other institutions, did force those who were concerned with futures
trading to evolve it in certain directions in order to preserve
it. But there was even in this case usually some choice, and
ideas and conceptions of individuals and groups with motivations too narrowly and selfishly defined by Bakken's statement played a considerable part in the choices made.
This is particularly important for the future of futures
trading, to be discussed in later papers. Bakken himself,
in spite of the foregoing paragraph, expects to see futures
trading expand and develop, even eventually to be used in
trading in "a great volume of manufactured products." This
will not happen if nothing more than "the force of internal
and external circumstances" has a part in the future evolution of this social invention. Bakken himself calls for a
much expanded program of research and analysis of how
future trading works, and of the relation of prices in futures
and spot markets, the results of this to give direction to future developments.
In the past as in the future, though probably less so, the
social invention futures trading has owed its evolution in
part to ideas and motivations as well as to the pressures of
circumstances. There was usually an interest on the part of
a considerable group in at least preserving it but usually also
in improving the futures market as it then was.
If this were not true, futures trading would have ceased
long since, because it has two powerful obstacles to overcome.
One of these is that whenever prices of a product that has a
futures market drop sharply, the producers are pretty sure
to blame this on the traders. T h e other is that, especially in
the smaller and newer markets, it is often possible for a
small number of traders with short-run greedy interests to
[45]
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stampede the market to serve these ends. No doubt circumstances like this have played their part in the behavior of the
potato and onion markets and attacks on these as reported
by Roger Gray in his recent Journal of Farm Economics article. These, according to Gray, as no doubt he will explain
later on this program, need more futures trading than less.
Of pertinence in this connection is the divergence between
two schools of thought in present-day social science, that was
first clearly delineated by the German sociologist Tonnies
in his book "Gemeinshaft und Gesellschaft." Those in the
Gemeinshaft school believe that society is improved most by
making individuals into better human beings with finer aspirations for society; those in the Gesellschaft school look more
to social invention to build a better world. T h e first school
has been represented at Harvard by Professor Pitirim Sorokin
and his followers. Sorokin in his retirement is now director
of an "Institute of Creative Altruism." T h e second school
has been led at Harvard by Professor Talcott Parsons, author
of the renowned book " T h e Structure of Social Action," who
became head of our Department of Social Relations when
it was organized twelve years ago by amalgamating Sociology,
Social Psychology, and Social Anthropology. Almost needless
to state, no advance in human and social well-being has been
due to either all one or all the other of these. Without some
of the first, this conference on futures trading would never
have been called, and we would not be gathered here today
concerning ourselves with the lines and directions which
futures trading is likely to take in becoming a better aid to
orderly marketing, consumption, and production. But still,
futures trading is a social invention and, as such, we need to
focus effort on making it specifically a better social instrument.
Furthermore, it must be fitted into not the economic or[46]
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der that was, but to that which is evolving. T o be specific,
if more of agricultural production is going to be on a contract or specification basis, the futures market needs to find
its normal role in this. It is to matters of this sort that much
of the rest of this program is devoted.
No baptised economist can of course think of the futures
market without calling to mind Marshall's concept of a
"perfect" market, a market in which all traders have full
knowledge of the product and its supply and demand. A
perfect futures market is of course impossible because its
prices are "anticipatory," to use Holbrook Working's phrase,
and foreseeable only within vague limits. But this does not
mean that headway cannot be made in making futures markets less imperfect in this respect, and this is one of the
lines that should be followed in making futures trading a
more useful instrument.
Let me conclude by saying that the goal in further evolution of the social invention future trading is to make possible a more dependable set of futures prices for more commodities, these to serve as a basis for hedging and in general
putting production, marketing and consumption in a less
uncertain and less instable state. Or put in the language of
Professor Frank W. Taussig's 1921 Quarterly Journal of Economics article "Is Market Price Determinate?", to narrow the
penumbra of darkness on the two sides of what would be "perfect" futures prices.
Improving futures trading is of course not the only means of
the foregoing ends. Government may even find itself playing a
part in their attainment — through some such device, for
example, as forward pricing. But whatever devices are used,
they need to be carefully integrated with one another. And
it is difficult to conceive of a set of these fitting into American
capitalism that does not include a large role for trading in
[47]
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futures.
I shall add finally that few social inventions make their way
onward and upward in this society of ours without intervention or aid of government. What Bakken has outlined in
the evolution of futures trading in his section on the legal
aspects of futures trading fits pretty well into the usual
pattern. What is needed most of all is legal definition fitting
the functioning of the new into that already existing. T h e
courts alone may be able to do this, but ordinarily legislation is also needed. What I am saying is well exemplified
today in the evolution of labor unions. They also exemplify
another reason that legal action may be necessary, to prevent
abusive use of the new social invention. Futures trading has
surely contributed a sufficient quota of such abusive use in
the past.
By way of summary, it can be said that futures trading as a
social invention is still, like most other social inventions, in
the process of evolving. Extending it to new products is
only part of this evolution. More important is fitting it
better into our economic system and making futures prices
serve better as a base for planning future production and
marketing operations. This calls for fuller reporting of current changes that affect prices, but much more importantly, a
better understanding of the forces that determine prices in
the future and how these operate to change prices. More
speculative buying and selling of futures will improve future prices rather than unstabilize them, only if it is based
on a fuller knowledge of market conditions and better understanding of how the market for the commodity operates.
Any futures market for another product that is set up is likely
to have rather difficult times in its early years just because
this needed knowledge and understanding has not yet come
to be.
[48]
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Discussion
M I L L E R : Professor Bakken has waived his right to rebuttal, so we are ready to take questions from the floor.
They can be addressed to the chair or to any one of the
panel that is here. Mr. Schonberg unfortunately had to leave.
H I E R O N Y M U S : I note, Professor Bakken, your statement,
"It is thought by most people that these markets are inextricably bound together by the right of delivery," and you
implied that you can have a futures market that does not
involve delivery.
I wonder if you can expand on this and explain how this
is reasonably possible.
BAKKEN: Yes, not only do I imply this, but I have positively stated that the cash and the futures markets are two
severable and independent markets each designed to perform distinct specialized functions. Market organization has
evolved through at least five stages, three of which we may
illustrate in the following manner:
Stage 3
Spot or cash markets
(came into existence
with the invention of
a medium of exchange)

Stage 4
Based on contracts for delivery
of a specific good or a delayed
payment or both after a lapse
of time. Such contracts are customarily referred to as: "contract to arrive" and "contract
of sale," etc., in modern markets
(evolved in medieval times)

Stage 5
Futures markets (first
recorded use Japan,
1697 and l e g a l i z e d
1730; England, 1826;
and in the U. S. 1867)

T h e cash or spot market eventually became inadequate
to clear trade and a more efficient procedure of transferring
rights and titles to goods and properties had to be contrived.
Traders began making contracts for specific lots of goods
to be delivered sometime in the immediate future. T h e use
of "to arrive" contracts was found to be exceedingly useful and necessary, but as time passed even such contracts
proved inadequate and eventually trading in futures was
[49]
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conceived under the lash of necessity. T h e traders proceeded
from an attitude of subjectivity to one of objectivity. Throughout this progression in market organization the contracts continued to be tied to specific commodities such as corn, cotton, and cocoa.
I claim that when we reach a complete state of objectivity
you can operate in a futures market without reference to
delivery and we are approaching that point now, for example,
in wheat. I understand a very small percentage of the total
number of transactions in the futures market is actually delivered in physical form. You have in this commodity and
others a very tenuous tie between the two markets.
We can, in my opinion, continue to perfect the futures
contract. T h e cash market performs certain definite functions and the futures market in like manner is designed to
perform certain functions. T h e two need not be tied together by an antiquated concept of delivery. If one market
strays far out from the point of reality, the other market will
take effect and will become the ruling market.
At the present time I regard the futures market as the
dominant market in setting prices. T h e spot market is an
institution in which one gets delivery of a specific good. T h e
spot market is actually the culmination of a series of transactions which take place on the futures market, but it is not
necessary to mature the contracts by physical delivery. T h e
more efficient means is to cancel the contract by an opposite
commitment and be free to enter the spot market. There
one can fill his needs in a more precise manner.
It is even possible, in my way of thinking, to conceive of
a universal contract rather than to have many commodity
contracts tied to specific commodities. Under this concept,
one would really engage in trading on the bases of index numbers.
[50]
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F L O O R : But what will be the function of your futures market?
BAKKEN: Its function is that of pricing.
F L O O R : Pricing of the universal commodity which has
no tie to reality or business conditions?
BAKKEN: While details of such trading still remain to be
perfected one need not, I believe, depart from reality. We
can have a standard contract which will establish base prices.
T h e various commodities will each have an established differential ranging up and down from the key or base price.
T h e function of the cash market is to establish the premiums and discounts over or under this base price.
T h a t is what takes place now on any exchange having both
spot and futures markets. If you ask the traders at the cash
tables whether the futures traders ever come over and consult them as to what prices should be, they will tell you they
never show up. T h e people at the cash tables, however, never
make a price without reference to the current futures price.
F L O O R : Sure, but only because they are inter-related, only
because we know that we can deliver if necessary or we can
demand delivery, if necessary.
BAKKEN: You see, I am claiming that this is only the
vestigial remains of subjectivity. Traders appear to simply constantly think in terms of wheat or cotton or coffee and so on.
I don't think it is necessary.
You are really actually trading in rights, titles, and privileges to goods, services or properties.
H I E R O N Y M U S : But you have to have a right for a title
to something. Now, suppose you're long December wheat,
you know what you have a right in, but only if you can demand it. With a universal contract, what would you have
the price of?
[51]
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BAKKEN: I call your attention to the fact that in a futures
market one only acquires an equitable right, not a specific
right. So one cannot force specific delivery in a futures transaction. T h e sellers can settle by paying the buyer cash rather
than delivering the product. T h e court has already made
that decision.
SCHRUBEN: Do you regard hedging as essential to futures trading?
BAKKEN: Not at all. I tried to make that point clear in
my paper. Hedging is incidental to futures trading, and I
believe we can look at the stock market as an illustration. T o
what extent does hedging take place in the stock market? Not
to any great extent. They are trading in rights and titles to
goods and properties in the stock market.
T h e stock market is a very vital institution and I believe
the commodity exchanges could be just as vital without the
function of hedging.
You see, my point is this, when a man hedges, he sheds
any risks that he may have from price variations. In a hedge
he assumes the position of zero ownership. He makes a commitment in the cash market and he offsets that commitment on the futures market with an opposite transaction.
This results in a position of zero ownership if the two quantities, one on each side of the transactions are equal. He creates no net possession utility. It is only the speculator that
does, and my feeling is that Baer and Saxon as well as others
have overstressed the hedging function of marketing and
they have neglected to point out the real function of a futures market.
JONES: Mr. Bakken, who assumes the risk on the cash
trade?
BAKKEN: T h e individuals that make the commitment to
buy, whenever they assume an open position in the market.
[52]
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JONES: If, for instance, I wish to buy fifty thousand bushels
of a certain type and quality of grain, what do I do under
your thesis? I am just standing there as a speculator.
BAKKEN: Certainly if you buy the grain.
JONES: Until such time as I protect myself by selling a
futures contract.
BAKKEN: T h a t is right. T h e n you take a position of zero
ownership.
You are a speculator in either the cash or futures markets
whenever you take a position without assuming an opposite
position by a counter transaction in another market.
This is the trouble with the cash market, it is too speculative for the individuals that have to carry the risk.
JONES: What I am getting at is this: I know from experience that in practically every instance in which a cash purchase was made, a futures contract was made against it.
BAKKEN: But what does that prove? T h a t simply means
that you have two markets and you utilize them to the full
extent to protect yourself.
JONES: Until such time you want to make the final sale
of the cash article, then you buy back the future.
BAKKEN: I am not arguing against the function of hedging, I think it is a wonderful device, but I say it is not necessary to the existence of a futures market.
JONES: Well, I don't know what you would have; what
you would use the futures contract for. T h e largest percentage of the business done in futures contracts is for hedging.
BAKKEN: I believe that C.E.A. reports reveal that only
one-third to one-tenth of the transactions are classed as hedges. In the stock exchanges there are no hedges.
JONES: T h a t is a stock market. There is no futures contract.
BAKKEN: I disagree. Stocks and shares represent incor[53]
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poreal properties, not corporeal properties. T h e stock market is not a spot market in the strictest sense of the word.
JONES: T h a t may be true, but is cash wheat not tangible?
BAKKEN: Yes, but the futures market is actually not dealing in tangibles, it is dealing in incorporeal goods.
JONES: You just buy a future contract and sit and wait
and you will get a solid tangible when it is delivered to you.
BAKKEN: T h a t is right. A transaction can be materialized
in such a manner. T h a t is the vestigial feature that we now
have where the two markets are tied together. For sake of
argument, I think I can say that we can sever the Gordian
knot. You can cut these two markets loose and let them
run their course and perform their independent functions.
SCHRUBEN: Do you have an example of the existence of
futures market where that is true? You cite the stock exchange, but when you buy a share of an intangible you are
buying a specific company or in a mutual fund, which gives
you a list of the companies in which you are purchasing.
BAKKEN: Historically, futures trading in grain presumably
began in 1867. T h e practice of hedging transactions in
grain was developed in the early eighties. In the formative years of the Board of Trade, transactions were consummated purely on a speculative basis. Currently, we
have not attained much progress in this direction but I
think it is going to materialize over the long pull.
SCHRUBEN: So you have speculators speculating with
other speculators.
BAKKEN: T h a t is right.
GRAY: I will make mine brief, because I get a chance later,
too. I don't think we need to do anything here for the sake
of argument, we will have plenty of argument without doing
things for the sake of argument, but in time you might find
a consensus here that you have a very beautiful paper except
[54]
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for two paragraphs and my question is would you consider deleting these two bad paragraphs?
BAKKEN: No, I am sorry. I do not think I can back-track
on that for the record, because I am already on record. In
my book on the Theory of Markets this position was taken in
1953 and it has never been challenged by the reviewers. I
may not succeed in convincing anyone in this group today
on this point, and perhaps I am wrong, I may be totally in
error in this theory of transactions.
GRAY: My question really was, do you think this group
might convince you in two days?
BAKKEN: They might!
(Laughter)
SCHUMAIER: T h e thing I don't understand, I guess, is
you say that if futures market got out of line, the cash market would become dominant.
BAKKEN: Correct, the cash market would become dominant.
SCHUMAIER: What would hold them together? Why not
let them be deliverable.
BAKKEN: If one is completely out of line with reality, it
wouldn't stay there long, it will simply come back into line.
They do now anyway.
F L O O R : But why, if no delivery is possible?
BAKKEN: Because it will attract no business if it deviates
too sharply from reality.
KENDALL: I sort of deserted the academic and therefore
maybe this is why I find myself on Professor Bakken's side.
I just want him to know there is one person that agrees
with the points that he makes. You know, the theory of
speculation as far as commodity exchange is concerned was
probably developed, practically speaking, in the stage that
[55]
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we know it today, in 1896 in a book by a man named Emery.
He was a professor at Columbia. Everybody has repeated
this same analysis, the reason why we have this hedging, the
tying of the two markets together in their mind, and the
Board of Trade has gone to Congress hundreds of times
and explained the same idea. I have always thought that
there was another way and I think the professor here is on
the threshold of a new way to look at this phenomenon. A
view that some day the Board of Trade will use to do a better
job of convincing the folks in Washington as to why they
should exist than the hedging argument which has been the
number one argument until this time.
I give you nothing but moral support at this moment,
professor.
(Laughter)
RIES: Professor Bakken's theory seems to have merit when
we examine the time element involved in the so-called cash
market. On the cash side we see time as a flow; that is, we
expect to see trading every day in the ownership of a present
physical commodity.
When a futures is set up, one of its features is the time
limit placed around it. Here we make the categorical statement of time lapse.
This time difference in defining the two markets, in my
opinion, makes them independent one from the other. T h e
two markets tend to become one only for a very brief instant
of time. Knowingly or unknowingly we admit to the independence of each, for as we approach delivery in the previously indefinite futures market, new futures are set up which
seem to me to be an acknowledgement that Professor Bakken's
theory is correct.
BROOKS: You say hedging is not the prime function, but
speculation is, is that right?
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BAKKEN: Yes, the function of the futures market is pricing, that of establishing base prices, that is its major function.
G O L D S C H M I D T : I just wanted to get the practical point
of view across. In the grain company like ours, we actually
make our trading profit in trying to be students between the
cash market and the futures market, on what we call the basis.
If there were no relationship between the two, I don't
think businesses like ours could exist. As you have said, to
operate in a cash grain market is too speculative, as it is.
Consequently, I think you must agree that there are some
economies that are being had by the opportunities of hedging.
When we hedge and use the futures, the future is only a hedge
if it has some relation to the cash in which we deal. If there
is no relation, there obviously is no hedge.
Now, I don't know how you would devise a better system
than this particular one.
BAKKEN: I do not disagree with you wholly. I did not
say there wasn't a connection between the two. I do say,
however, they are independent entities. They are complimentary and they supplement each other. One market performs one function and the other performs a different function but the two can be related. A person can operate in
both markets, but he does not achieve the same thing in
the two markets.
G O L D S C H M I D T : We know that.
BENDEL: I would like to venture an impression that I
have, if I may. Wouldn't we be able to compare perhaps in
three ways a futures market relationship to cash market, in
the way of an insurance program whereby Lloyds of London
evaluates cargos and ships but they never deliver cargos and
ships when there are claims.
In the cash physical market there are perhaps careless
opinions expressed which might affect goods evaluation, but
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in a futures market people in effect put their money where
their mouth is. It is professional opinion, and it acts I think
as an insurance that the physical market picture is correct,
as automobile insurance. You would not expect automobile
production people or automobile operators to be tied in with
the automobile insurance people. Yet they both exist.
Would this be a reasonable comparison? There is a relationship but there is no physical tie.
BAKKEN: There need not be a physical tie, that is my
point. In other words, the court has already said you don't
have to deliver, you can settle the difference in cash, which
is purchasing power.
PAUL: I will be on the program later, but I feel compelled
to make an observation and ask a question at this point.
I applaud Professor Bakken's effort to move thinking on
futures trading away from exclusive attention to the hedging role. I will have more to say on that, but I think he goes
off the "deep end" by doing away with hedging.
On the point that Mr. Schruben raised, I think we can
point to an example of futures trading "without delivery,"
which died because the laws required it to die back in early
Illinois history, I mean the bucket-shops or whatever they
were. Bucket shops arise when we go in the direction Bakken
is trying to lead us. Yet I say I applaud his effort to advance
what I think is an essentially correct explanation of futures
trading. But the explanation is a limited one. It arises from
a point of view about the individual and how he deals with
his business problems. If he feels risk, he feels a need to
do something about it and he locates someone who wants
to take the opposite side of a transaction and therefore we
have an explanation, a systematic explanation, of futures
trading, which is truth as far as common requirements of
that truth are. T h a t is, for explaining his actions it may be
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all right, but extended to explain how the system accepts
futures trading, where it works in with the system, what the
future is, it has limits.
T h e point I would like to ask Professor Bakken about on
his historical survey is a point I don't find in his paper. It
is on the role of the goldsmiths in early banking which is
very intriguing. Do I understand you to say that the fear of
being robbed by highwaymen was the cause of deposits by
the merchants of their gold and silver and that they received
evidence of deposits which was used in exchange? T h e n can
we go farther, and this is not in your paper, and look at the
significance of the development in banking where more
claims were issued than there was gold on deposit? What the
goldsmiths did was to sell some of the gold they did not own,
but could always repurchase, because the demands for use
of that gold were very limited. It is just another step to say
that they over-issued warehouse receipts on gold, which is
the essential feature of a modern banking system.
BAKKEN: T h a t is right.
PAUL: In other words, a structure of debt, with gold being
the means of paying that debt, became erected on a small
base.
BAKKEN: This is precisely the discovery they made. Now,
may I make one or two comments? I do not want to leave the
impression that it is my desire to do away with hedging.
T h a t is the furthest from my thought, and I am not recommending, as Paul contends, spurious trading and bucket
shop transactions. T h e type of transaction I am suggesting is based on a universal contract open and above board
in market overt where the quotations are made public. If
such transactions are bona fide contracts made under rules
of the exchange they cannot constitute a bucket shop operation.
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YODER: If nobody wanted to hedge what would be the
function of the futures market?
BAKKEN: Well, the hedging operation only takes up a small
part of the total transactions of the exchange, so the doctors,
lawyers, and professors that want to plunge in the market
can still take a long or short position which is speculative and
they will find other people I am sure who will trade with
them on a speculative basis.
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